Bicycle, Pedestrian and Greenway Advisory Committee (BPGAC)
Wednesday, December 9, 2020 – 6:00PM
Grand Forks City Hall, 255 North 4th Street, room A101

Meeting Notes
Art Young
Chip
Gunnar Patz, UND Fisheries and Wildlife
Biology student

Christian Danielson, GF engineering
Kim Greendahl, Greenway

I.

Bikeway & Pedestrian Items
A. Shared-use path on University Avenue: A public meeting will be held to present
this proposed shared-use path project.

II.

Greenway Items
A. Deer Survey Results: The report is complete and available on the Greenway
website. It has been shared with both City Councils, the Greenway Technical
Committee and the media. The purpose of the report was to establish a baseline
of information. Any further action on the survey information would be determined
by either City Council.
Gunnar gave an overview of the results:
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Participation was good, with about 20% of the people who received
notification completed the survey.
Voluntary feeding of deer is a problem. Both communities have ordinances
banning the feeding of wildlife, but compliance is not perfect. Some feeding is
done involuntarily with apple trees and other existing vegetation, but several
respondents reported that neighbors place food out for the deer. This creates
a problem when the food is no longer available and the deer search for food
in other yards. Deer searching for food outside the Greenway run the risk of
close contact with motor vehicle traffic, which increases the potential for
collisions.
Survey participants were given the opportunity to provide comments about
the deer population in their neighborhood. These comments ranged from an
appreciation of the deer's presence to expanded details on property damage
and concern for the deer's safety.
Over half of the respondents have lived in their home for ten years or more.
Of the 174 in this category, most reported seeing an increase in the deer
population in and near the property. This data is a useful tool for assessing
the growth in herd size over time.
Discussion at the EGF City Council meeting mentioned that some residents
have been complaining about losing their gardens to the animals. There have
also been some reports of possible coyotes in the area.
The word “hunt” was not included anywhere in the survey questions, but a
few people suggested a hunt or other methods of reducing the herds' size.
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Any decision to host a hunt to reduce the herd size is rests with the City
Councils. Only they have the authority to request an implement a hunt using the
police department as the lead agency. The purpose of the report was only to
build baseline data for future planning.
B. Purple Martin houses: Two purple martin houses were added to the GF side of
the greenway. This was an Eagle Scout project for a local boy scout. One house
is located near the Sunbeam trail head and the other is near the 47th Avenue
South access point. Informational plaques will be installed next spring.
III.

Other
A. Artificial ice skating options: The warm weather this year has not been good
for building ice rinks so Kim looked into providing an artificial ice surface. Only
one company has responded to her request for information and cost.
The skating panels cannot sit directly on grass so platform base would need to
be installed first. The ground surface is too inconsistent to provide support and a
smooth skating area so the base would fix that problem. The lower parking lot in
downtown GF is flat and sturdy enough for the panels, but any grit and gravel
dragged onto the rink from the parking lot would damage the rink surface.
Cost is also problematic. A 1,100’ long x 12’ wide skating trail with fencing would
cost about $165,000. Fencing was recommended to assist beginner skaters and
limit access to the trail and decrease the potential for dirt and grit. An 80’ long x
60’ rink would cost about $65,000 plus fencing. Storage would also be an issue
in the off season.
B. Future meetings: Art would like to have monthly meetings even when there are
no agenda items. The meetings are an opportunity for interaction between staff
and the public and he doesn’t want to lose that connection. The discussion
centered on how to host meetings during months when there were few or no
agenda items and how to keep people interested in the group. The goal is to
keep the meetings relevant and grow attendance so a lack of an agenda might
hamper those goals. Staff will look at ways to foster an agenda that is relevant
and more consistent. This might include adding guest speakers on topics like
birding, cycling, etc.

Next Meeting date: Wednesday, January 13, 2020, 6 PM at GF City Hall, 255 North 4th Street,
room A101.
Support documents:
o
o

Proposed shared-use path on University Avenue from North 49th to 55th Street
2020 Deer Report

Submitted by: Kim Greendahl, Greenway Specialist
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NOVEMBER 2020

Greenway
Deer Report

PREPARED AND PRESENTED BY
GUNNAR PATZ,GUNNAR PATZ, A FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE BIOLOGY MAJOR
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA
AND THE GREENWAY TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

PROJECT SUMMARY
The Greenway provides a natural setting that attracts both
people and wildlife throughout the year. Reports of a
growing deer population in the Greenway have increased in
recent years, but this information has been mostly
anecdotal. These reports have shifted from seeing deer near
the river to sightings closer to the trails, roads, and nearby
yards.
In early 2020, Gunnar Patz, a Fisheries and Wildlife Biology
major at the University of North Dakota, approached the
Greenway Technical Committee about a public survey on
deer populations along the Greenway. Gunnar received
funding through the Main Street Initiative to fund the
project. The purpose of the survey was to build baseline
data on the deer population and deer-related property
damage on private property near the Greenway.

METHODOLOGY
Work began on the project in March 2020. A twelve question
online survey was created to gather information from
residents living along the Greenway. Survey questions
focused on the average number of deer sightings, property
damage, and deer populations' observations. Participants
could also register to receive greenway-related email
updates.
Postcards with survey information were mailed in early
August to nearly 1,500 residents living along the Greenway in
Grand Forks and East Grand Forks. Recreational greenway
users were not included because of their irregular visiting
hours and limited exposure. If this group were included in
the study, the data results would be skewed. The postcards
also had instructions for the online questionnaire and how to
request a paper copy of the questionnaire, if preferred.
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DATA COLLECTION
The survey was available online for one month. The data collected shows citizen insight at the time of the survey.
A survey done during the winter months, when people reported deer population is highest, may produce
different results in some categories.
The overall response rate was good, with almost twenty percent of the residents sampled completing the
survey. The highest number of responses came from Grand Forks, between 13th and 49th Avenue South. This
was followed by residents in southern East Grand Forks. Participation was minimal in the Riverside Park and
downtown areas. It is possible that deer are not seen in the downtown area due to a lack of food and shelter
available.

FINDINGS
Citizen responses echoed a few common themes.
Voluntary feeding of deer is a problem. Both communities have ordinances banning the feeding of
wildlife, but compliance is not perfect. Some feeding is done involuntarily with apple trees and other
existing vegetation, but several respondents reported that neighbors place food out for the deer. This
has caused a problem when the food is no longer available and the deer search for food in other yards.
Deer searching for food outside the greenway are in close proximity motor vehicle traffic and increases
the potential for collisions
Survey participants were given the opportunity to provide comments about the deer population in
their neighborhood (Exhibit A). These comments ranged from appreciation of the deer presence to
more details on property damage and concern for the deer's safety.
Over half of the respondents have lived in their home for ten years or more. Of the 174 in this category,
most reported seeing an increase in the deer population in and near the property. This data is a useful
tool for assessing the growth in herd size over time.
Those who reported severe damage to property expressed significant frustration with the deer.
Depleted gardens (both vegetable and flower) and feces were the most common complaints.
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By the Numbers

Combined survey results can be found in Exhibit A

NORTH EGF
13 of 26 Reported seeing 1 - 5 deer on their property
daily.
12 of 26 Reported seeing no deer on their property daily.
8 of 26 Reported moderate to severe damage from deer
to vegetation or property
12 of 25 Believe there are too many deer in their
neighborhood.
11 of 25 Believe the deer population is just right in their
neighborhood.
16 of 26 Responded that they have seen an increase in
deer population in their neighborhood over the past five
years.
8 of 26 Responded that the deer population in their
neighborhood has remained the same the past five years.
19 of 26 Of the respondents have lived in their current
home for 10 years or more. text

north GF
0 of 4 Reported seeing 1 – 5 deer on their property daily.
4 of 4 Reported seeing no deer on their property daily.
0 of 3 Reported moderate to severe damage from deer
to vegetation or property.
0 of 3 Believe there are too many deer in their
neighborhood.
2 of 3 Believe the deer population is just right in their
neighborhood.
1 of 4 Responded that they have seen an increase in
deer population in their neighborhood over the past five
years.
1 of 4 Responded that the deer population in their
neighborhood has remained the same the past five
years.
2 of 4 Of the respondents have lived in their current
home for 10 yearsor more.
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SOUTH EGF
38 of 68 Reported seeing 1 – 5 deer on their property
daily.
26 of 68 Reported seeing no deer on their property daily.
21 of 69 Reported moderate to severe damage from deer
to vegetation or property.
30 of 69 Believe there are too many deer in their
neighborhood.
35 of 69 Believe the deer population is just right in their
neighborhood.
40 of 67 Responded that they have seen an increase in
deer population in their neighborhood over the past
five years.
17 of 67 Responded that the deer population in their
neighborhood has remained the same the past five years.
41 of 69 Of the respondents have lived in their current
home for 10 years or more.

south GF
40 of 167 Reported seeing 1 – 5 deer on their property
daily.
125 of 167 Reported seeing no deer on their property
daily.
27 of 165 Reported moderate to severe damage from
deer to vegetation or property.
48 of 161 Believe there are too many deer in their
neighborhood.
104 of 161 Believe the deer population is just right in their
neighborhood.
75 of 160 Responded that they have seen an increase in
deer population in their neighborhood over the past five
years.
72 of 160 Responded that the deer population in their
neighborhood has remained the same the past five years.
113 of 166 Of the respondents have lived in their current
home for 10 years or more.
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EXHIBIT
A

Q1 How many deer are you seeing on your property daily?
Answered: 268

Skipped: 2
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Q2 Indicate the severity of the damage caused by deer to your plants,
trees, shrubs, garden and/or flowers:
Answered: 266

Skipped: 4
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TOTAL

266
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Q3 Do you notice a difference in deer population during certain times of
the year?
Answered: 269

Skipped: 1
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269
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Q4 If you answered yes to question #3, when do you notice an increase in
deer population?
Answered: 194

Skipped: 76
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Q5 Regarding the deer population in your neighborhood, do you think there
are
Answered: 261

Skipped: 9

Not enough deer

Just the right
number of deer
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261
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Q6 During the past (5) years, do you believe the deer numbers in your
area have
Answered: 260

Skipped: 10
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Q7 How long have you owned your property and/or lived in the
neighborhood?
Answered: 268

Skipped: 2
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Q8 Have you (or a family member) had an automobile accident or have
you witnessed an accident involving deer in your neighborhood within the
last (5) years?
Answered: 268

Skipped: 2
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Q9 Do you attempt to control deer damage on your property by use of
fencing, repellent, or other methods?
Answered: 268

Skipped: 2
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268
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Q10 Describe the use of your property (or properties):
Answered: 268

Skipped: 2
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Q11 Please use the space provided below if you wish to offer additional
comments on the deer population in your neighborhood:
Answered: 145

Skipped: 125
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The deer choose (sic) on our trees & shrubs. We had pails on our steps at our front door - on
the steps. The deer came & drank from these pails in the spring months. There could be a
sanctuary for deer where some food & water is available in the winter months so they wouldn't
need to look for food in residential areas.

9/2/2020 10:44 AM

2

I have a 6ft fence but the deer jump over it. They eat all the apples off my tree and sometimes
even the branches. They have eaten most of the plants in my garden. Support a hunt to lower
the number of deer. The neighbor had a baby deer born in his bushes .

8/30/2020 4:28 PM

3

2020 Deer population on coulee side of Terrace Drive has been none - 2019 there were several
in the yard and on the street.A few deer were noticed in the early morning hours earlier this
summer walking down 17th Ave S and Robertson Court.

8/28/2020 10:21 AM

4

I should be permitted to terminate any deer damaging my property

8/27/2020 9:32 PM

5

No

8/26/2020 9:47 PM

6

Population of deer should be reduced; we can fence our vegetable garden but not the hostas
around our house - they have been eaten consistently.

8/26/2020 10:37 AM

7

The are on the property almost nightly.

8/26/2020 10:35 AM

8

Also use repellent. Online survey didn't allow two answers for question #9.

8/26/2020 10:30 AM

9

Had property damage 2 winters ago. Would put up fence if I could afford it. They go after my
apple trees & leave a yard full of poop.

8/26/2020 10:28 AM

10

I love the greenway and the wildlife, but there are too many deer and they are becoming too
tame. I don't like having deer as pets. The deer are a real problem. Every week when I mow
the grass, I pick up deer droppings. And no matter how much I spray my hostas, they continue
to eat them. One problem that is really concerning is that they are becoming too tame. I can
sit on my front step four feet away from them eating the flowers and they just look at me. If we
had a bow hunting season in town, I could fill the tags for block in one night.

8/26/2020 10:26 AM

11

I have not seen any accidents but have seen deer crossing on Belmont between 13th and
40th. I left #6 blank because I want to say I don't know if it's increased or dec or stayed the
same.

8/24/2020 11:51 AM

12

Surprised to see one in this neighborhood

8/21/2020 3:10 PM

13

O

8/21/2020 3:08 PM

14

I don't see any increase. I see deer coming out of the collie occasionally around the bridge so I
pay attention. I see prints of deer in the snow in the side and back of the house but not many.
Sometimes I see deer in the backyard in the winter but not more than 3. I love seeing them. A
little fencing around my patio stops deer and rabbits from eating pansies and sometimes
flowers.

8/21/2020 2:21 PM

15

The deer bed down in the yard and I am concerned about ticks and diseases that they may
carry

8/21/2020 9:05 AM

16

They mostly come out from the cooley that runs under 10th Street SE

8/20/2020 1:44 PM

17

They come through the yard eating flowers in the summer. In the fall and winter eating up the
fruit trees and shrubs

8/20/2020 11:18 AM

18

There is getting to be too many

8/19/2020 10:23 PM

19

We have seen an increase in deer getting into our garden and also eating our apple tree
leaves.

8/19/2020 11:32 AM

20

none

8/19/2020 10:58 AM

21

In 34 years of home ownership we've maybe seen 4-5 deer run along the swale in the back
yard.

8/18/2020 2:54 PM

22

Offer a limited fall bow hunt along the Greenway with specific restrictions if the populations get
too high??

8/18/2020 12:53 PM
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23

I have only seen deer in the early morning (eg, 5 am). They have totally destroyed my bulbs,
for example tulips.

8/17/2020 8:47 PM

24

We have a neighbor who feeds the deer during the winter. Isn’t there a city ordinance saying
we cannot feed the deer? Frustrating because they come into our yard and defacate. Also not
interested in spreading deer ticks. They eat my flowers during the summer.

8/17/2020 5:44 PM

25

N/A

8/17/2020 1:46 PM

26

We love to see deer (and all wildlife and birds) along the Greenway. That's part of the reason
we wanted to move to this house. Deer really don't bother anything in our yard. They come
down from the dyke in the fall when the apples are ripe, but wenced our yard, so they are not a
problem.

8/17/2020 1:39 PM

27

We see deer near Belmont Rd in the fall, between Park Dr and 17th Ave S

8/16/2020 5:49 PM

28

We are not at our property all the time but see evidence of their presence. Several times for
the past years we actually see them in our yard. A neighbor told us there is someone on
Chestnut St only a few houses from ours feeding the deer in the winter.

8/16/2020 1:43 PM

29

I think since the deer population goes "unchecked" their damage to houses near the greenway
will continue. I don't have an issue if the population is reduced by hunting or
trapping/relocation.

8/16/2020 10:32 AM

30

There are groups of deer that feed along River Road especially in spring and fall. They do not
appear concerned or frightened by cars. They pose a risk for divers. Their numbers are
increasing.

8/16/2020 10:06 AM

31

We have deer jump our fence in the winter time to bed down under our trees

8/15/2020 5:39 PM

32

Late fall and winter. Have 15-25 deer in are yard daliy

8/15/2020 4:49 PM

33

Not sure what all the fuss is about with deer. They seem to move into town more in the winter,
probably just looking for food. We really love seeing them

8/14/2020 8:00 PM

34

We were having a huge deer problem in our neighborhood only to realize a neighbor a few
houses away was feeding them which is against the law. The neighbor has since stopped and
the number of deer has greatly reminisced.

8/14/2020 6:59 PM

35

We have been here 3 years and and have only seen dear near our property twice, but evidence
of them is common in winter. We dot feel they are a significant problem.

8/14/2020 6:14 PM

36

Deer are attracted by bird feeders.

8/14/2020 4:40 PM

37

Would like to see deer crossing sign on 10th st se ditch

8/14/2020 11:42 AM

38

We need to open up bow tags inside the city limits to decrease deer population. Bemidji has
fought with this issue for years and does something similar. It might be worth your time to look
into that and see how they handle it.

8/14/2020 8:30 AM

39

population has increased with development of the Greenway

8/13/2020 3:48 PM

40

We see deer most days in the Greenway but they never come over the dike into Near
Southside Neighborhood. They're usually seen in the trees / grass in the loop and between
Kannowski and Lincoln Drive Parks.

8/12/2020 8:02 PM

41

Each year is a little different but have not experienced major problems

8/12/2020 5:49 PM

42

They are around during spring flooding as well.

8/12/2020 1:23 PM

43

we like our location because of the country feel. deer , fox, female wild turkey and last yr a
woodchuck. our berm trees have seem the most damage. if the trees could get just a little
bigger I'm sure the deer would leave them alone. we are fortunate to have a high fence, but alot
of our neighbors dont and the deer are so sneeky and can easier jump the smaller fence any
time of the yr.

8/12/2020 11:24 AM

44

N/A

8/12/2020 11:21 AM

45

We have had some hosta plant leaves eaten. We can't tell if they were eaten by rabbits or
deer.

8/11/2020 1:58 PM

46

We have a fence now, so more deer in our yard. Before we fenced, it was very common to see

8/11/2020 1:28 PM
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5-6 deer in our backyard nightly. We live on the east side of Belmont (2500 block). The deer
would eat berries from a tree, and did no harm or damage. Occasionally, we'd see a buck in the
fall come through. In the fall, it is consistent that I will see deer right along side of Belmont
grazing the grass, from Elks to 13th Ave. I definitely slow down in the dark because of it.
47

No comment

8/11/2020 12:59 PM

48

In the winter of 2019 we saw several herds of deer in area of-Lincoln Golf Course......directly
across from our home. We also have had deer in the back ally on occasion over the
years..when the river is frozen and food short...Last year a herd of 6 or so came right down
17th with a car behind them honking...we watched as they headed safely across Belmont to
the golf course. It was awesome. Do not remember the date but shortly after we had a sign
posted on our parkway by the city for deer crossing, now they know.

8/11/2020 10:18 AM

49

I generally see the deer on the Greenway, and it is always a beautiful, pleasant surprise to see
them there. In the past ten years, I have probably seen them in the residential area twice - possibly three times.

8/11/2020 8:52 AM

50

Only know of one deer ever in our yard. Picture sent to us by our neighbor

8/10/2020 9:35 PM

51

No additional comments

8/10/2020 7:52 PM

52

We’ve had as many as 9 in our backyard at once. Since our backyard neighbors moved - they
had a massive veggie garden - the deer traffic has slowed down a bit. Last winter they didn’t
come through as much because of the early and deep snow, but we usually have tracks in our
yard within a day or two of each snowfall. They are very regular visitors. My son, a police
officer, had to shoot one that had been hit by a car on Belmont and hobbled into my backyard
on Chestnut a few years ago - it had a broken back leg with the bone exposed. The DNR didn’t
want to come out on a Saturday. Not a pleasant experience!

8/10/2020 7:08 PM

53

Not a problem with my home

8/10/2020 6:13 PM

54

One of the reasons we moved here is because we are on the greenway and can see deer,
eagles, and other wildlife. It is the highlight of our day to see them walking along the dike,
through the field, and along the river. They do no harm and should be left in peace.

8/10/2020 4:08 PM

55

NA

8/10/2020 3:11 PM

56

We can have as many as 2 dozen deer at one time! They leave a mess of poop and pee all
over our back yard. This past winter there was a deer “trail” all the way up our back yard to the
neighbors. I wouldn’t be against a bow and arrow hunt in town!

8/10/2020 2:23 PM

57

We have seen no deer since the spring high water. Before that deer were common along the
coulee in Point area.

8/10/2020 1:37 PM

58

The repellent mentioned is Irish Spring soap, not a harmful chemical.

8/10/2020 1:15 PM

59

In the last three years there has been an increase in deer population. They have become more
aggressive to the point that they can't be scared away. This year they have destroyed many of
my flowers on hostas, lilies, and Spring flowering plants

8/10/2020 9:46 AM

60

Deer have been eating plants and shrubs of our neighbors who are nearer to the greenway.

8/10/2020 9:22 AM

61

None

8/10/2020 8:36 AM

62

See as many as 15 in the winter, none in the summer. No bother to us.

8/10/2020 8:19 AM

63

I do enjoy the deer. They tear apart my feeders and eat my plants. I think a controlled bow
season would be great for the in town Hurd.

8/10/2020 7:25 AM

64

Deer within city limits are seen way to often when driving near the coulee in EGF. Often times
there are groups of 20+ along the coulee banks that cross the roads. We live near the Red
Lake River dike and in the winter we have a path cut through our backyard from deer....the
waste left behind to clean up in the spring is nasty!

8/9/2020 9:16 PM

65

Our yard is completely fenced so we just see them in the street.

8/9/2020 7:34 PM

66

We live near fields and the Greenway. It is natural habitat for the deer. It is nice to see them
there. When the population increases in the Fall, traffic increases daily especially during the
evening hours for those that are watching the deer. More permanent road blocks need to be put
in place to limit the traffic.

8/9/2020 7:03 PM
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67

The deers usually show up late afternoon/night in my yard. I have a dog so they don't come
too close to the property. On 13th St SE, right by the little valley and water way, I see at least
3-5 deer daily. They cross this section of road frequently.

8/9/2020 6:57 PM

68

I've only seen deer a few times along Belmont from 13th - 27th Avenues

8/9/2020 6:00 PM

69

this problem needs to be taken care of !!

8/9/2020 5:36 PM

70

Excessive deer doing major damage to trees, shrubs, and flowers. Also very dangerous with
young kids and traffic in neighborhood

8/9/2020 5:17 PM

71

Too many

8/9/2020 5:05 PM

72

I see an occasional deer or 2 or 3 coming up from the greenway to my property. I love it! This
is why I purchased property near the Greenway.

8/9/2020 2:22 PM

73

.

8/9/2020 12:29 PM

74

have only seen deer occasionally but have seen deer tracts. Have skunk issue though!

8/9/2020 12:28 PM

75

Please reduce deer population through bow hunting ect

8/9/2020 11:34 AM

76

Putting a feeding ban on deer for residents will do little. Deer come into town in the winter
mainly for shelter and to eat shrubs and stay protected from preditors. Deer also bring in
diseases, which can be spread through there feces to family pets. I strongly believe we are
overdue for an in-town archery season with a minimum of 50 tags. I would estimate we have
over 350 deer in or around our city limits. If towns near the metro area can do something like
this I can bet you my last dollar we can do it also. And better. I see deer on roads or the street
every single day. Kids watching our street employees have to kill one in broad daylight with a
loader because it gets hit on bygland and its legs are broke. I've personally drug one off hwy 2
by hardware hank. This needs to get under control fast. The deer are so domesticated they
wont even look at you anymore when you hollar at them, 10 feet away! That is bad. Normal
deer wont let you within 100 yards of them. Come on people.

8/8/2020 11:14 PM

77

I strongly recommend that you partner with the ND Game and Fish and offer an in town bow
hunt. Deer are fun to watch but as you are already aware they cause damage and with an
unmanaged deer herd this will result in disease.

8/8/2020 6:30 PM

78

Have noticed a decrease in numbers last 2 yrs on James Ave. exception of one time when
people walking loose dogs needed them into my yard as I live right by the river. One other
isolated time when people and their dog were trespassing I. Our coulee trees and chased them
up - went to the river. I like seeing them but this spring didn’t even see the usual fawns until
they were quite large already which is unusual . I think people are not feeding them like I used
to see them do across the coulee.

8/8/2020 5:22 PM

79

I love seeing the deer walk through the neighborhood, which is only 1-2 x's per year

8/8/2020 4:36 PM

80

I see the tracks in the snow in winter, but have never seen a deer in my yard, and they haven't
even eaten my tulips, which are usually a deer favorite.

8/8/2020 2:19 PM

81

We enjoy watching deer come and go on our property, feels like we live in the country while
living in the city.

8/8/2020 1:09 PM

82

We have a deer path between our home and our neighbor’s house in the winter as noticed by
the snow being trodden.

8/8/2020 12:31 PM

83

Flawed survey. Question 4 asks if you answered yes to question 3, to choose an option for
question 4. I chose no to #3 but had to make a selection to #4. Data will be skewed.

8/8/2020 12:07 PM

84

Don't see deer daily but I do see signs of deer in my yard often: droppings, eaten vegetation,
bedded down grass.

8/8/2020 8:46 AM

85

We enjoy seeing the deer & really do not have a problem with them

8/8/2020 8:42 AM

86

We see multiple deer in our back yard on Belmont Road (west side; 2800 block) in the winter;
sometimes bedding down for the night; may be attracted by hastas or apple trees.

8/8/2020 8:11 AM

87

you should open an archery only hunting season to control the population

8/8/2020 7:46 AM

88

We seem to get the same deer on our property. They’ve destroyed a number of our plants

8/7/2020 10:27 PM
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89

they destroy new apple trees planted and gardens. People are feeding them and they should
not do that as the deer look to find the feed. If people would not feed them the deer would stay
out of the city limits. But they will go to their food source!

8/7/2020 10:20 PM

90

I enjoy having the deer roam around our neighborhood. It does make me nervous when they
cross Bygland road.

8/7/2020 10:08 PM

91

I have only seen a few deer by my property on Chestnut Street

8/7/2020 10:07 PM

92

never seen any in our yard, but lots on the greenway trails.

8/7/2020 9:46 PM

93

We could not answer question #1 as we have not seen any deer this year but know at least
one is in our yard at night as they are eating the hostas, tomatoes, and eggplants. Last fall,
they ate most of the hostas. They have been visible in our yard in the winter, but last year the
deep snow kept them out. We have seen a ten point buck but usually it is a couple of does
and their fawns. In the 2018/19 winter, they bledded down right next to our windows.

8/7/2020 9:34 PM

94

I feel that it is important that people do not feed the deer. By putting food out for them, they are
attracting them into the City and making them become too comfortable around humans. They
are not going to starve, or suffer if they don't live in the City. We may need to find away to
lower the population in the City -- hunting.

8/7/2020 9:06 PM

95

Deer live mostly in the river corridor from spring to fall. Winter is when the bicuspids invade our
yards.

8/7/2020 8:01 PM

96

They’re are extremely hard on the grass too

8/7/2020 7:42 PM

97

It is always nice to see them down in the coulee and the occasional new fawn in the Spring,
but I do feel sorry for them with so little to eat during a winter with a lot of snow.

8/7/2020 7:21 PM

98

It has been a benefit to our community to have them. We enjoy seeing them here, as well as
along the greenway and river bank. Our children enjoy spotting them year round.

8/7/2020 7:10 PM

99

We don’t mind having deer around our home. We use repellent on the couple small trees that
we have.

8/7/2020 5:39 PM

100

I enjoy seeing them when I am on the bike path.

8/7/2020 5:30 PM

101

I love seeing the deer

8/7/2020 3:55 PM

102

Had to put up deer fence around garden. Tired of cleaning up deer crap

8/7/2020 3:06 PM

103

People need to not feed them during the winter months to keep them from leaving greenway. I
do like seeing them but cause problems when crossing Belmont road. People don't look for
them to cross the road.

8/7/2020 2:21 PM

104

The Deer population in our neighborhood has greatly increased. It has caused damage to trees,
shrubs, flowers and garden vegetables. We have attempted to resolve this issue by using
fenceso and repellent. However, nothing seems to help. It is frustrating to landscape only to
have it destroyed by deer. Please do something about it!

8/7/2020 2:13 PM

105

they frequent when there is food to their liking. Last winter aprox 6 would eat the mulch in the
garden and on occassion bed down prior to dawn.

8/7/2020 2:11 PM

106

winter - many by River Road. Likely a traffic issue.

8/7/2020 2:05 PM

107

Just see the deer occasionally, crossing Belmont Road sometimes, in my culdesac. I don't
mind them at all.

8/7/2020 2:05 PM

108

We used to see deer behind our property almost every night, but we haven’t seen one in
months.

8/7/2020 1:26 PM

109

I have neighbors who experience vegetation damage due to deer. I have no problems, but
partly because our back yard is fenced.

8/7/2020 12:34 PM

110

The deer mostly come out at night so not sure how many ravage our landscaping and flower
gardens but the damage is continuous.

8/7/2020 12:33 PM

111

na

8/7/2020 11:40 AM

112

There are consistently 30 deer in my yard every day in the winter. I have photos and video to
verify the numbers. They sleep on my deck in the winter, continuously destroy shrubs and

8/7/2020 11:24 AM
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flowers. My back yard is full of deer droppings. We have to wash the riding mower every time
we mow. They problem in my yard is SEVERE!
113

None

8/7/2020 11:18 AM

114

Had deer eating pastas and bird seed fall 2018

8/7/2020 10:59 AM

115

Open a Greenway Archery Season to help control the population of deer inside the city limits

8/7/2020 10:31 AM

116

We live on Chestnut and on occasion we have had deer in our backyard in fall or winter. We
enjoy seeing them and we haven’t had damage. I walk the greenway and see them by the golf
course and they just watch us.

8/7/2020 10:21 AM

117

Have fenced them out but they are around.

8/7/2020 9:23 AM

118

I have heard about deer issues in the Sunbeam neighborhood. I haven't seen one in my yard
since winter 2019.

8/7/2020 9:13 AM

119

This spring, I did see (and record) two deer that were just hanging out in our neighborhood, on
my neighbors' lawn. I hadn't seen deer in my neighborhood beyond actually being on the
greenway prior. While I do not have problems with deer, squirrels, and rabbits are taking over.
I've called an exterminator, but there are few that handle squirrels, and he gave up. The
squirrels are doing way more damage to my property and my garden than any deer (and I can't
up fencing due to utility lines and city rights of way or I would!

8/7/2020 8:33 AM

120

Every morning around 5am when going to walk dog on greenway I see numerous deer in
neighboring yards. This past winter was common when walking at dusk to see upwards of 50
deer gathering at Lincoln golf course. One night stopped on path at club house for 39 minutes
waiting as they came up from crossing the river

8/7/2020 8:33 AM

121

I have an outside dog who keeps deer away from most of my yard. My neighbor’s apple tree
and bird feeders are frequented by deer fall through winter. If population is a concern, an in-city
archery season could be implemented similar to Bismarck.

8/7/2020 8:11 AM

122

No Comment.

8/7/2020 8:00 AM

123

The deer are harmless and are out of the area around sun up

8/7/2020 7:16 AM

124

Have not have any deer in the yard this year. We bike the bike trail daily and see 2-3 deer
along the GF ad EGF sides once a week.

8/7/2020 6:21 AM

125

I've only seen 3 deer crossing the dike since I moved here in December. And that was all on
the same day, in a group.

8/6/2020 10:28 PM

126

i answered "no" on the first question because i do not see deer daily .. but about 2 weeks ago i
had 2 bucks in my yard - eating out of my bird feeder and they chewed off some of my flowers.

8/6/2020 8:42 PM

127

I periodically see deer in my neighbourhood in the fall/winter, also I see them along Belmont
especially near Lincoln park and out by the Country Club. I personally have had deer cross the
road a few times in front of me but have not come close to hitting one or sustained any
property damage from deer to our yard (although our back yard is completely fenced in)

8/6/2020 6:49 PM

128

They eat my flowers, hostas and shrubs. I provide salad bar in the summer and crunchy
flowers heads in winter.

8/6/2020 6:46 PM

129

It is only a wintertime issue for our home. We don’t see during other seasons

8/6/2020 6:28 PM

130

We had a deer walk through our backyard once. We thought it was neat.

8/6/2020 6:10 PM

131

Don't mind the deer at all. Fun to look at in the winter

8/6/2020 5:22 PM

132

THEY ARE HARD ON MY RASPBERRIES

8/6/2020 5:15 PM

133

I am an avid gardener that collects Hosta. The deer have been eating the foliage causing the
plants to decrease in size by 30% each year. this is going on the 4th year that this damage
has been going on. I spend lots of time and money on my Hosta garden nly to see it nearly
completly eaten by the end of August. I have cameras set up in my back yard to monitor their
habits. It is always after dark and before sunrise. Please, please do something to eliminate
these wild animals from living in town. They belong in the country where cars have a smaller
chance of hitting them. I live at 3511 Chestnut. I'm looking forward to some sort of solution,
elimination. Thank you so much for reaching out.

8/6/2020 4:47 PM
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134

An occasional deer or two is fine. Finding a herd in my backyard during the Wintertime is
ridiculous. The damage year round is unacceptable. Damage happens to foliage and scat is
scattered by the deer. Safety issues concern me. Deer have been hit on Belmont Road. I not
only am concerned for traffic but also for children. Deer have been seen walking down the
sidewalks during the winter.

8/6/2020 3:56 PM

135

We have dogs on each side of us that keep the deer from coming in our yard during the day

8/6/2020 2:36 PM

136

have seen deer on the greenway, it's great, want to see more

8/6/2020 2:17 PM

137

The deer almost always come at night, so I have seldom seen them. They are fond of my
apple trees, and they sometimes venture through a narrow gate into a former swimming pool
area to feed on garden plants.

8/6/2020 2:15 PM

138

I'm at 210 27th Ave S. We have deer nearly every night- in the fall early morning I will cross
path with several heading back to the Greenway at dawn.

8/6/2020 2:06 PM

139

I hear moose by the river in the fall

8/6/2020 2:03 PM

140

We have a trail camera outside that captures deer in our yard almost nightly. There are
sometimes three or four at a time. They have destroyed many of our plants and flowers

8/6/2020 1:57 PM

141

I'm on Chestnut St. Winter is the only time i notice them because of the tracks they leave.

8/6/2020 1:42 PM

142

Today was the first day I decided to buy some deer and rabbit repellent we have always had a
bunch of rabbit issues but this is the first year we have really started to have problems with the
deer.

8/6/2020 1:41 PM

143

Lots of deer crossing belmont near the lift station/restrooms between 32nd and 40th

8/6/2020 1:27 PM

144

Winter of 2018-2019 we saw deer in our yard quite often, this past year we didn’t.

8/6/2020 12:26 PM

145

In the 5 years I’ve lived here, I’ve seen exactly one deer.

8/6/2020 12:14 PM
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Q12 Please indicate your neighborhood based on the map below.
Answered: 267

Skipped: 3

1 Riverside
Park GF
2 Gateway
Drive to DeM...
3 DeMers
Avenue to...
4 Lincoln
Drive to 32n...
5 32nd Avenue
So to 49th...
6 South of
49th Avenue ...

7 North EGF

8 South EGF,
Point Area w...
9 South EGF,
Point Area e...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

1 Riverside Park GF

0.37%

1

2 Gateway Drive to DeMers Avenue GF

0.00%

0

3 DeMers Avenue to Lincoln Drive GF

1.12%

3

4 Lincoln Drive to 32nd Avenue South

27.34%

73

5 32nd Avenue So to 49th Avenue So GF

35.21%

94

6 South of 49th Avenue So GF

0.37%

1

7 North EGF

9.74%

26

8 South EGF, Point Area west of Bygland Road

8.99%

24

9 South EGF, Point Area east of Bygland Road

16.85%

45

TOTAL

267
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